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Nelson Baptist Church is located in Southfield ward which is one of the most deprived areas of Nelson, one of the
smaller mill towns in the Pendle area, on the outskirts of Burnley. Nelson is a multi-cultural area and has recently
welcomed a large number of Eastern Europeans who are struggling to integrate into the wider community. During
this time, NBC has undergone steady changes too, as minister of nine years, James Booth, explains:
“Worship has moved from a central figure doing all of the service to a more collective expression with a number of
differing folk participating each week. We have also sought to become more community orientated. Toddler groups, community meals and an Urdu worship service are now part of our church life.
“In December 2014 Nelson Baptist Church welcomed their first Romanian family into membership. Olga Popovich was
transferred from her home Baptist church, and her husband Nichi and son Lucas were soon baptised. They were really
special Sunday services and yet we had no idea what an impact this family coming to be part of NBC would make on our
church life. Three years on and Olga is now a deacon and also working for the Church, running a community café every
Wednesday. Lucas is part of the IT team making sure our Sunday worship runs smoothly. Patrick, the youngest member
of the family, was given a guitar by one of our regular visiting preachers, which he sometimes plays in the service. He has
also done a school placement working in the Youth club and supporting the other midweek activities.
The whole family have integrated well into the life of the fellowship. However, things did not end there. Their presence
has encouraged others, and there are now six Romanian church members and our Sunday service can see up to 15 of their
compatriots enriching worship. We are all learning to speak simple Romanian phrases, we say the Lord’s Prayer in both
languages simultaneously and we are starting to have translators working
alongside the preachers. We are looking forward with expectation to the
future, and anticipate we will soon have our second Romanian deacon. With
Home Mission support, we are also hoping to be able to strengthen our youth
outreach in a very needy area. God is good all the time.

For your consideration, reflection and prayers:
In what ways has God strengthened your congregation that were
somewhat unexpected to you?
How easy is it for people of different cultures to integrate into your church
community?
What does being a church of welcome and hospitality look like for you?
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